THE PRISON BREAK DUOLOGUE (Rap circa ’68).
Hey Stan wanna take a van to Japan
we can stash all the hash
at the place where we crash
at some friends that I know
with a plan we could make
the whole thing mesh
throw a bash with the cash
from the hash that we sell
down in Tokyo
Wa-wa-wa-wa-wait man
they’re doing Kava-kava
down in Java so I’d rather
we go farther down the coast
skip the roast from the pigs
get the most for our brain
though it may sound insane
to catch a plane into Java
well I’d rather
Okay Stan but first
We have to bust out of this can
Eh?
How?
Hmmmm…..?
See that fan in the room
if it’s stuck on a broom
we could cut up a sack
tie the pack to our back
and propel us away to the moon
Uhhh. No man
I think I’m gonna stay
where I am in the slam
that’s a much safer plan
It’s not safe on the lam
with a loon

C’mon dude
Are you saying I’m insane
to wanna scram?
Wait and see when I’m free
who’s well off - you or me?
I’ll be under the stars
living high off the land
while you’re stuck behind bars
busy shoveling sand
I’ll be free and just float
while I’m taking a toke
from a rock of hashish
comprehend?
It’s a postcard with greetings I’ll send
on my way in the van to Japan
Hey wait man!
before you go through
all that crap again
there’s a fact you should know
and I heard told it so
on last night’s radio
all these doctors agreed
what this top shrink believes
and I can see that it’s true
by just looking at you
that while prison life
can make the mind go hazy
hashish can drive a good man crazy
Yes it can yes it can
Ca-ca-can-ca-ca-can-can.
********

